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ABSTRACT. Radial velocities and distances of 1136 B-type stars brighter than
10 mag. and lying close to the galactic plane (–10º ≤ b ≤ 10º) are used to de-
termine the rotation curve of our Galaxy in the region 7-13 kpc from the ga-
lactic center. The derived curve is found to be similar to that obtained from
Cepheids Variables and in good agreement with the theoretical curve obtained
from dynamical models.

Introduction

The disk of our galaxy is in a state of differential rotation around an axis through the ga-
lactic center[1]. The Sun, for example, is moving around the galactic center on a nearly
circular orbit of radius Ro = 10 kpc with a circular velocity of Θo (Ro) = 250 kms s–1

(these values were adopted by the IAU)[2]. The corresponding angular rotation rate is
wo(Ro) = Θo(Ro) / Ro = 25 kms–1 kpc–1. If we plot the quantity [w(R) – wo(Ro)] as a
function of the distance R from the galactic center, we get the so-called galactic rotation
curve. From this curve we can obtain extremely valuable information about the dynam-
ics of the galaxy.

The rotation curve near the galactic center (R < 4 kpc) is difficult to obtain due to ef-
fects of interstellar absorption. For 4 < R(kpc) < 9, the rotation curve is most reliably de-
termined from radio observations of the 21 – cm line[3]. Our knowledge of the galactic
rotation curve for R > Ro is dependent on the determination of accurate distances and
radial velocities for objects lying close to the galactic plane and out to several kilo-
parsecs from the Sun. Therefore, Cepheids, Galatic Clusters and B-type stars are often
regarded as ideal objects for this purpose.

The galactic rotation curve derived from Cepheid variables[4] in the range 8 < R(kpc)
< 13 was flat, while that obtained from young stars and molecular clouds associated
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with H-II regions[5], which to R = 12 kpc, was rising by about 20 km s–1. These results
indicate that much of the galactic mass lies beyond the Sun. More evidence for this fact
comes from an analysis of the motions of distant globular clusters[6].

Accurate measurements of distances from the Sun, r, and radial velocities, ρ, are now
available for a large number of B-type stars. In this work, we will try to determine the
galactic rotation curve using 1136 B-type stars brighter than 10 mg. which are lying
close to the galactic plane (i.e. –10º ≤ b ≤ + 10º) and cover the range from R = 7 to 13
kpc.

2. Astronomical Data

Spectral types and celestial coordinates (α, δ) for stars brighter than 10 magnitudes
have been taken from the SAO catalogue[7]. The celestial coordinates, for the Epoch
and Equinox of 1950, are converted into galactic coordinates (l, b) using the relations:

where (αp, δp) are the celestial coordinates of the north pole of the galaxy. To put these
coordinates in the new system (system II), we use

Stars with bII > + 10º or bII < –10º have been omitted. Stars with unknown distances or
radial velocities have also been omitted. The distances r  of the remaining number
(1136 stars) are collected from several catalogues[9,10,11,12]. When the value of r is
found in more than one catalogue for the same object, an average value is assumed. Ra-
dial velocities r have been taken from Wilson’s[12] and Evans[13] catalogues. The solar
space velocity components are taken to be[2]: Uo = 9 km/sec, Vo = 12 km/sec, Wo = 7
km/sec.

3. The Rotation Curve

The theory of galactic rotation was first discussed by Oort[1]. Since the pioneering ef-
forts, numerous studies have been made to refine and develop this theory[2,14]. From
these sources, we can write the following expressions for the radial velocity, corrected
for solar motion:
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in terms of the angular velocity variation, or

in terms of the observed radial velocity and space velocity coordinates of the sun. The
galactocentric distance R is related to the heliocentric distance r by 

The above equations are used to calculate the quantities [w(R) – w(Ro) and R for all
stars in question. The derived galactic rotation curve is shown in Fig. (1), together with
the theoretical curve which was derived from dynamical models.

FIG. 1. Part of the rotation curve of our galaxy derived from B-type stars: the points are from this work and the
smoothed curve is from dynamical models[2].

Discussion

It is clear from Fig. (1) that B-type stars with –10º ≤ bII ≤ + 10º are able to reproduce
the theoretical rotation curve of our galaxy with accuracy sufficient to prove the reality
of the dynamical models in the range 7-13 kpc from the galactic center. The derived
curve from B-type stars has the same shape as that derived from cepheid variables [see
Fig. (2)]. As is apparent in Fig. (1), the rotation curved derived from B-type stars is not
smooth, but it fluctuates by about ± 15 kms–1 kpc–1 with respect to the mean theoretical
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curve. The difference in the values of r and ρ which were taken from different cat-
alogues can not explain the scatter of the points seen at 10 kpc. The only possible ex-
planation for these fluctuations is that there are local irregularities in the velocity field
of the stars. However, the observed fluctuations are only a few percent of the basic rota-
tion speed and therefore they are not likely to be important dynamically. In general, if
the angular velocity of a distant object can be established, its kinematic distance can be
determined directly from the theoretical rotation curve with great accuracy in this man-
ner, kinematic distances to many distant planetary nebulae have been determined[15].

FIG. 2. Part of the rotation curve of our galaxy derived from Cepheid Variables: the points are from this work
and the smoothed curve is from dynamical models[16].
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e�eF�« b�� pK*« WF�U�  ,�ÂuKF�« WOK� ,�WOJKH�« ÂuKF�« r���±
W��uF��« WO�dF�« WJKL*«  −  �b����

WO�dF�« dB� W��uNL��−�d��_« WF�U� ,�ÂuKF�« WOK� ,��U/�_«Ë pKH�« r���≤

s� r$ ±±≥∂ �b?F� W�d?DI�«  U?�d?��«Ë �U?F�_« X�b?�?�?�« Æ�hK�?�?�*«
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e?�d� s� p��U�uKO?� ±≥Ë ∑ 5�U� ��u?B?;« WIDM*« w� �d?:« Ê«�Ë� wM�M�
t�UI?��« - Íc�« Ê«�Ëb�« wM�M� UÎ�U9 t�A� wM�M*« «c� ÊQ� U�b?�Ë bI�Ë Æ��d:«
Ã�U?LM�« s� o�?A*« ÍdEM�« wM?�M*« l� oH?�� t�√ U?L?� Æ��dO?G?�*«  U�ËU?H?O?I�« s�

Æ�WOJO�UM�b�«
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